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THE INME CAMP PANCHGANI 2018
DAY 1
THE INME ORG. PROGRAMME
Inme is founded by alumni of XLRI and INSEAD who
are pioneers in organizing outdoor education in India.
They are practicing professionals, entrepreneurs,
business leaders, educationists, authors, facilitators, and
behavioral science professionals. Their diversity coupled
with their passion created a unique programme. They
organize camps across locations in India during summer
and winter vacations for children in the age group of 9

to 17 years and work with leading schools throughout
the year.
This kind of outbound programme complement
classroom education with learning delivered
through high energy adventure experiences. The aim of
the camp is to encourage young children to explore the
world of outdoor sports and find activities they like best.

ACTIVITIES
DISCOVER PROGRAMMES
We understand the apprehension of the parent of a
young child stepping out of the sheltered environment
to participate in an outdoor sport for the very first time.
The Discover Programme are especially designed for
children aged 9 to 11, who are taking their first stride of
self-reliance.
Each morning, children attempt one of the four
activities offered on camp - Rock Climbing, Wilderness
Craft, Ropes Course and Backpacking - learning basic
skills and techniques of the sport. The aim of the
summer camp is to encourage young children to explore
the world of outdoor sports and find activities they like
the best.

EXPLORE PROGRAMMES
The five day long camp focuses not only on Life Ready
skills such self-efficacy and team work but also on
building technical skills in chosen activities. The learning
objectives of a specific programme are decided based on
the age group for which the programme is designed.
Rigorous outdoor activities are conducted in the cool of
the mornings and post lunch time is reserved for
campus activities that focus on building. Challenges and
tasks allow participants to explore their attitude in
interpersonal situations like group problem- solving,
planning, coordination, crisis management and goal
setting. Sessions also work at sensitizing them towards
environment and surroundings. Informal activities and
music allow them to shun their inhibitions.

“This is a place for rejuvenating ourselves. Through all activities we get to know about various skills like teamwork
coordination etc. Food and dorms are also really nice. I'm really excited to spend the coming days here.” Aditi
Panda XI-C
“After being given general instructions and room allotment ,which was excellent, we played many fun games and had
a great time; the food is also great.” – Kashish Gupta XI-A
“Today was our first day. The journey was amazing. We had a lot of fun while travelling. Activities are really
interesting.” -Ananya Anand XI-C
“We have finally reached. All of us are having so much fun. We played tons of games and the accommodations are
great as well. Food is also good, and I'm looking forward to enjoy more exciting activities. - Ananya Panda XI-C
“Although the journey was longer than expected and a little tiring, the destination absolutely made up for it. We
we're welcomed warmly by all the staff, who are extremely friendly and patient. All the arrangements are of great
quality - the food, the dorms and cabins. We're all looking forward to spending the next few days here!” - Antara
Sharma XI-D
“The first day at the camp was moderately fun. The 5hr journey had drained us but the outdoor activities post 3pm
energized us back again. The activities were helpful in improving our team building skills and moreover it was
enjoyable.”- Aditi Mishra XI-B
“The first day at our camp was quite nice. We were allotted our rooms which were very hygienic and tidy. We were
briefed on the rules and regulations to be followed throughout the camp. We were divided into groups and had
really fun activities.”-Lakshmi Karre XI-C
“We cannot forget this experience ever , although it was our first day we got so much engaged in each other
although I'm a new student I got to mingle with each and every one of them ,I’m excited about the forthcoming
activities .” Moiz Hafiz XI-C
“The activities were very interesting and interactive. We had a lot of fun and I'm eagerly waiting for new activities.” –
Soumil Ghosh XI-B
“The campus is very clean and the camp members and experts are very understanding and helpful , also the activities
taught us life skills or how to tackle problems in life” - Pravart Srivastava XI-A
“The first day was very enlightening and all of us are already having an enriching experience. The food and hygiene
are taken care of and everything seems to be perfect.” - Kartikey Srivastava XI-A
“The first day along with the journey was refreshing and a new experience. Also the activities are very interesting and
innovative. The food was very really delicious and nutritious. Also the cabin were hygienic and clean” - Sarin
Kunnoth XI-A

Anyone can be a leader and the world definitely needs lots more good leaders! What is leadership? It
is all around you and shows up in many ways.
Leadership is…
• Doing the right thing without being asked or when no one is watching
• Helping others in need
• Guiding others on the right path
• Setting a good examples for others and being a good role model
• Stand up for others even when it may be the hard thing to do

